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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES (scroll down for Panel schedule and contributions) 
 
How effective are the linguistic, pragmatic and other adaptive practices in evidence in audiovisual translation as tools                 
for linguistic and cultural representation within the multimodal film medium, what is their cross-cultural impact and,                
ultimately, their intercultural reach? 
 
These are the overarching questions that the proposed panel will address. They are underpinned by two                
comple-mentary sets of research concerns, relating respectively to description and reception processes in             
mainstream AVT: 
 
● What are the main features of these adaptive practices? 

● How are they perceived and reacted to by audiences? 

With the ever broader global dissemination and consumption of mainstream media and cultural products mediated               
through translation, these questions are increasingly critical. Specifically, there is a great deal of research ground to                 
cover to systematise our understanding of how communicative practices are embodied in AVT, and how the                
interlingual representations they convey affect audiences’ responses to otherness. 

There has been work in description, with input from linguistic disciplines like pragmatics and cross-cultural pragmatics                
and studies of communicative practices and their interlingual representation (e.g. Pavesi for dubbing, Guillot for               
subtitling, for example, and e.g. 2013 and 2017a respectively) and narrative aspects and characterization (see Guillot                
2017b for an overview). AV texts’ creative capacity as meaning-making resources in their own right within the                 
multi-semiotic context of AV products has been a strong emergent theme, fuelled by input from amateur practice (see                  
e.g. Perez-Gonzalez 2012), and in research by new interdisciplinary takes, on participation framework and audience               
positioning, for example (e.g. Messerli 2017). It is a long way from being fully mapped out, or understood in all its                     
implications, and needs to develop critical mass. 

As regards reception, research into interpretation and responses to AV-mediated products is barely in its infancy from                 
the perspective of cross-cultural understanding, with only sporadic incursions to date (e.g. Desilla 2014, De Pablos                
2015). It stands to benefit from booming research into AVT and media accessibility, with psycholinguistic input from                 
studies into accessibility practices drawing on the latest technology (AD, SDH; eye tracking, neuroimaging/EEG              
technology, etc.) and applications to performance and physiological studies (see overview in Kruger 2016, for               
example, and contributions to Perego 2012, among others). There is know-how to be tapped from cultural and film                  
studies in probing AVT as cultural exchange within its complex multimodal embeddings (Zabalbeascoa 2008 and               
others), and a channel for intercultural literacy (see e.g. Mingant 2010). There is a phenomenal challenge ahead of us                   
still, however, in accounting for perceptual responses to AVT-mediated cultural products in all their expressive               
idiosyncrasies, including cultural a-synchrony between source context and target linguistic medium, and thus for the               
linguistic and cultural adaptability and mobility of audiences’ cross- and intercultural responses. 

Other questions of relevance to cultural mobility and intercultural literacy are typical asymmetries in the languages                
and cultures represented via AVT, and in the pairs of languages involved, with English taking precedence, while in                  
research the bulk of work has, conversely, been undertaken largely by researchers from non-native English               
backgrounds. 
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Taking forward the complex research agenda outlined in this brief overview calls for a pooling of resources and                  
research within an interdisciplinary framework that it is the aim of this panel to foster. Panel themes and related                   
issues include: 

● Audiovisual translation in a multilingual society 

● Linguistic and cultural representation in translated film 

● The perception of the other through audiovisual products 

● Multilingualism in subtitling and dubbing 

● Audiovisual translation and the promotion of diversity, tolerance and respect for difference 

● Linguistic and cultural literacy through audiovisual translation in the contemporary world 

● Immersion in foreign film as cultural mobility 

● Amateur practices across borders in fansubbing/dubbing 

 
 
PANEL SCHEDULE AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

 
PANEL  10   - 3 Sessions, 12 papers  

  
Session I       Introduction                                                                10 mn 

      4 papers x [15 mn + 5 mn questions= 20 mn]      80 mn                  => 90  mn 
 

Session II     Transition                                                                        5 mn 
                      5 papers x [15 mn + 5 mn questions= 20 mn]      100 mn 

    Panel discussion                                                          15 mn                   => 120 mn 
  

Session III    Transition                                                                       5 mn 
                      3 papers x [15 mn + 5 mn questions= 20 mn]        60 mn 

    Panel discussion/roundtable                                     25 mn                    => 90 mn 

 
 

RUNNING ORDER PANEL 10 (provisional) 
 

 SESSION I  
 
1   Marie-Noëlle Guillot  - Subtitling’s cross-cultural expressivity put to the test:  Montalbano in French and English 
  
2   Aysun Kiran - Linguistic Representations of the ‘Other’ in Multilingual Films of Turkey 
  
3  Jungmin Hong -  How culture-specific intertextuality is successfully localized in musical theatre translation in South Korea?  
  

 4  Louisa Desilla - Happily Lost in Translation: Misunderstandings in Film Dialogue [Engl to Greek]  

 
SESSION II  
 
5  Adrián Fuentes-Luque  - Titles, voices and accents: exploring the multilinguistic and multicultural history of AVT in the 
Spanish-speaking world  
   
6  Montse Corrius and Patrick Zabalbeascoa ‘Conversation’ as a basic unit of translational analysis for multilingual film and television  
                             
7  Eva Espasa and Stavrloula Sokoli Multilingualism in film translation: findings from the TRAFILM project       

  

9  Xiaoping Wu - User-Generated Translation in the Age of Participatory Media  A Case Study of Subtitling Practices on Bilibili  



 
8   Dang Li The Performativity in Fandubbing – the Case of Zootopia [English  local varieties of Chinese]  
  
 SESSION III  
 
10 Yuk Sunny Tien -  Nonsensical Humor in Translation: The Subtitling of Hong Kong Comedic Films     
 
11 Wenhao Yao - Ideological Concordance in Translating Chinese TV Programs: Recognition of Self and Tolerance of Other 
  
12Tsui-Ling Huang - Cultural Translation and Mobility of Taiwanese Idol Drama  
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